Certain documents or portions of documents related to this training may be exempt from disclosure under the California Public Records Act on one or more of the following grounds:

a. They are records dealing with security and safety procedures that are exempt pursuant to Government Code Section 6254(f). ([Northern California Police Practices Project v. Craig (1979) 90 Cal.App.3d 116, 121-122.]);

b. They are materials for which the City of San Rafael does not hold the copyright or have permission to publish.

Where exempt material can be reasonably segregated from nonexempt material in these records, the exempt material has been redacted and the nonexempt material is shown. Where it is not reasonably possible to segregate out the exempt material, the Department is withholding the entire document from disclosure.
SAN RAFAEL POLICE DEPARTMENT
TRAINING UNIT

SRT FIREARMS TRAINING COURSES

MEET AT SRPD, LOAD EQUIPMENT 0600

SET UP RANGE [ BULLSEYE ] 0700

RANGE: COURSES OF FIRE 0800

1] 832 HANDGUN COURSE TIMED 36 ROUNDS
    3 YARD LINE- 10 SECONDS- 12 ROUNDS- ONE RELOAD
    7 YARD LINE- 10 SECONDS- 12 ROUNDS- ONE RELOAD
    15 YARD LINE- 15 SECONDS- 12 ROUNDS- ONE RELOAD

2] SMG COURSE 30 ROUNDS
    15 YARD LINE- THREE- 3 SHOT BURSTS
    10 YARD LINE- THREE- 3 SHOT BURSTS
    7 YARD LINE- THREE- 3 SHOT BURSTS

3] FAILURE DRILL / FULL TARGET / 9 RING AND IN-
    60 ROUNDS- SMG
    30 ROUNDS- HANDGUN

REPEAT 2 TIMES EACH DISTANCE

    3 YARD LINE- SMG/ 3 SHOT BURST-
                 HANDGUN/ DOUBLE TAP
    7 YARD LINE- REPEAT / 3 TIMES
    10 YARD LINE- REPEAT / 3 TIMES
    15 YARD LINE- REPEAT / 3 TIMES

4] MOVE AND SHOOT / PARTNER- ONE HIGH / ONE LOW- TIMED
    A] SMG FIRST TIME THROUGH
    B] HANDGUN SECOND TIME THROUGH

HEAD SHOTS ONLY

LANE 1 15 YARD LINE
LANE 3 10 YARD LINE
LANE 5 7 YARD LINE
LANE 7 5 YARD LINE
LANE 9 3 YARD LINE 30 ROUNDS TOTAL / 15 PER OFFICER
                 SPLIT ROUNDS BETWEEN MAGS

PERFECT SCORE / 4 HITS EACH TARGET, NO MISSES [ 20 HITS ] + TIME= _________
10 SECONDS EACH MISS

CLEAN-UP / REVIEW COURSES OF FIRE 1000
SAN RAFAEL POLICE DEPARTMENT
TRAINING UNIT

SRT TRAINING SCHEDULE for 1998

DATE: 11/18/97

TO: ALL CAPTAINS
ALL LIEUTENANTS
ALL SERGEANTS

FROM: OFFICER JOHN COEN
TRAINING MANAGER / INSTRUCTOR
SRT SNIPER TEAM LEADER

RE: SRT TRAINING SCHEDULE FOR 1998

NORMAL TRAINING DAYS FOR THE ASSAULT and SNIPER TEAM:

1] LAST FRIDAY OF EVERY MONTH-
SNIPER TRAINING- Coen, Cron, Fay.

2] LAST SATURDAY OF EVERY MONTH-
ASSAULT AND SNIPER TEAM TRAINING.

Guidi, Coen, Cron, Fay, Vergara, G. Miller, Piombo, McElderry,
Starnes, Gilson.

These dates may vary depending on other training dates with outside agencies.
For example, the S.R.P.D. snipers are now training with Santa Rosa Police Department and the Sonoma Sheriffs Department, along with the other Marin County Agencies. When they sponsor the training for the month, it is then held at the Circle S Ranch in Sonoma, or the Sonoma S.O. Range in Winsor. These ranges are usually available only on Monday or Tuesday. Plus, these ranges are good weather only ranges.

OTHER POSSIBLE TRAINING DATES:

1] Once a year All County SRT training at Fort Ord. This is usually a 3 day training exercise. { Last year it was held in April }.

2] Grass Valley Competition { Usually in May }. 2 day competition

3] Best of the West Competition { Held in September }. 2 day competition.